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 Ideal Cabinetry’s new 2-Day Express Cabinet Program provides all-wood kitchen and bath
cabinets that are factory built and available in the popular white or gray-painted Shaker door
styles in just two days to your jobsite. The cabinets feature CARB2-compliant, all-plywood construction; soft-close doors; and full-extension, soft-close dovetail drawers – all at an exceptional
value. Booth S3836 Idealcabinetry.com
 The Metallic Accents Collection from Designs of
Distinction by Brown Wood includes multiple styles and

finishes, ease of assembly with included VHB tape and the
ability to be paired with several styles of shelving, posts,
feet and panel grilles. It is available in satin brass, flat black,
warm bronze, natural aluminum and chrome with custom
finishes available. Booth S5241 Brownwoodinc.com

 Microvisor is a mini hood extension for a
microwave over the range from Microvisor Products that assists in providing improved exhaust

functionality for existing and new microwave
systems. It is removable, installs quickly and
projects outward to cover the front burners of the
cooktop.This creates a capture zone by blocking
the upward path of VOCs and cooking vapors,
keeping them from moving out of the reach of
the fan. Booth S3772 www.microvisorhood.com

 New wall ovens from Fulgor Milano make

healthy cooking in the home easy and stylish.The
30-in. Sofia Pro Steam Oven and the 30-in. and
24-in. Distinto Combi Steam Ovens offer assisted heating functions and customizable pre-sets
in steam, convection and combi-steam modes.
Booth W155 Fulgor-milano.com

 Pfister Faucets’ Bruton Culinary Kitch-

en Faucet is equipped with everything
needed to prep, cook and clean in the
kitchen. The placement of the coil and the
knurling details are both practical and decorative, adding to the performance and its
timeless design. It is beautifully symmetrical and offers maximum clearance and
reach. Booth W1657 Pfisterfaucets.com

 Arauco North America’s Prism TFL
Collection lends creative balance to the
designer’s palette with comfortable yet fresh
colors, earthy and rustic elements and bold
textures that add a sense of holistic wellness
to the spaces where we live and work. Seven
authentic woodgrains and four compelling
yet tranquil solids are available and add a
dynamic to any space without being overpowering. Booth S4241 www.arauco-na.com

 The Supreme Tile-In+ from QM Drain was designed with functionality
and aesthetics in mind, creating a minimal, yet refined one-size-fits-all
shower drain with a straightforward installation. Its two-sided feature
transforms to either an ultra-modern tile-in or a reversible grate for a
smooth surface. The innovative rail system allows you to center the drain
without having to move the existing pipe. Booth S4636 www.qmdrain.com
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 The HieHAND Platform Suite
from HieBAR is easier to grip and

features dedicated touch screens and
voice response to provide a “guided-cooking” interface. This approach
enables ergonomic, one-handed,
kitchen-wide deployment and
access to media without dirtying
screens or snapping in-and-out of
devices. It is customizable and easy
to install and clean. Booth S4075

www.hiebar.com/new-forkbis-2022.html

 Take your beverages to

the next level by infusing
them with nitrogen for a
lasting cascading effect
and a smooth, creamy
flavor. Beverages like
coffee, tea and beer can be
infused using the Perlick
Nitro Dispensing Kit,
transforming your client’s
home into their favorite
coffee shop or bar. Booth
W1685 www.perlick.com

 The Lotus Bathroom
Sink from Konkretus
Home was inspired by the

wild nature of the Colombian Amazon and the leaf
of the Victoria Regia river
plant commonly known
as lotus. Using high-performance, pigmented
concrete, this vessel-type
sink takes color and texture
in the bathroom to a whole
new level. Booth S5338

www.konkretus.com

 LG introduces the PuriCare Line of room

and portable personal air purifiers and dehumidifiers. Featuring a multi-filter system that
removes both particulates and odors from the air,
the sleek-looking units, which can clear spaces
up to 512 square feet, are EnergyStar and asthma and allergy certified. Booth W2029 LG.com
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 The Viefe Zoot Hook designed by Alexis Vivet

is a functional and decorative element for different
spaces in the home. With a wooden structure
in oak or walnut combined with aluminum, the
warm and versatile wall hook is available in three
sizes – 60, 90 and 120mm in diameter – and in various finishes, which allows for an infinite number
of combinations. Booth 5092 www.viefe.com

 If the pandemic has taught us anything,

it is the need to reduce touchpoints in both
homes and offices. That’s why Zip Water
has introduced the HydroTap Touch-Free
Wave. With smart sensing technology, it
delivers instant, pure-tasting, filtered water,
with just the wave of a hand. Whether you’re
entertaining at home or looking to ditch the
single-use bottles at the office, it’s no wonder
the HydroTap by Zip Water is the new
standard in hydration. Booth S5132

us.zipwater.com/hydrotap-touch-free-wave

 A collection of elegant archetypes
for the washbasin, bathtub and shower,
AXOR One features slender silhouettes, flat surfaces and balanced proportions and was designed by Edward
Barber and Jay Osgerby. Press down
on the all-in-one handle to start or
stop the water, and turn to adjust the
temperature. AXOR One is available
in chrome, matte black and an array
of AXOR FinishPlus surfaces. Booth
W1629 www.axor-design.com
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 The Nebia by Moen Quattro
uses up to 50% less water than a
standard showerhead. The line
of products offers four distinct
showers in a single showerhead,
individually designed to relieve,
soothe, clarify and cleanse. The
showerheads are engineered
for optimal warmth, rinsing
and body coverage, providing
up to 60% more force. The
handshower features Moen’s
Magnetix technology, which
allows for easy release, as well as
a secure return into place. Booth
W401 www.moen.com

 While traditional tile showers can

take endless hours of preparation,

Bestbath’s composite showers and

tub/shower inserts can be completely
installed in one day – without mud setting or leveling. After a quick install, the
recessed pockets on the showers and
tub wall surrounds are ready for custom
tiling – cutting down on thousands
in labor costs and hours of hard work.
Booth S5468 bestbath.com/tiledesign

 Signature Kitchen Suite will showcase its line of wine column refrigerators

to include a 24-in. undercounter model. It features two independent temperature zones, holds up to 41 bottles and is available in panel-ready and stainless-steel options. It offers the brand’s Wine Cave Technology, which minimizes vibration and temperature fluctuations, limits light exposure and optimizes
humidity. The Signature Sommelier App also helps wine aficionados manage
their personal wine collections. Booth W2029 www.signaturekitchensuite.com

 Niagara’s Liberty Line is a cost-ef-

fective option for budget-minded
professionals. It installs quickly, has an
extra-large footprint and uses standard
flapper technology that is familiar to
plumbers. Niagara’s Liberty products are
available in round and elongated bowls,
ADA and standard heights and 10- and
12-in. rough-in options. At a 1.28 gpf
flush volume, Liberty can flush 800g of
miso, carries a 15-year warranty and is
WaterSense certified. Booth W287

 The Handleless Kitchen by Nobilia North America features high-quality

lacquer or matte-front cabinetry with joint-free, lasered edges that look
best without handles. The ergonomic recessed handles enable comfortable
access to doors, drawers and pullouts. Fronts and upright panels in the new
ARTIS Line are made of polymer glass, and other offerings include warm
concrete shades and dark wood looks. Booth S4921

pro.niagaracorp.com/products

nobilianorthamerica.com

 The Valet Pivot by Fittings Metal
Collection is the perfect closet accesso-

ry to pair with a wall- or ceiling-mount
bracket. It features a coat hanger, tie
holder, pant hook and a tray for cufflinks or other accessories. The optional
leather accents add texture and sophistication, and a pivot design allows
the valet to move freely for ease of use.
Booth S5436 fittingscollection.com

 From Dometic Twin Eagles, the Wood-Fired Pellet

Grill utilizes a clean-burning
fuel to bake, grill, sear and
roast foods at temperatures
from 140 to 725 degrees. The
36-in. unit features a touchscreen panel and Wi-Fi
connectivity for precise control and convenience. Booth
S5863 twineaglesgrills.com
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 Il Flessibile specializes in flexible
hoses for the taps and fittings sector that
are all made in Italy. This hose is approved
by NSF 61, ASME A 112 DVGW and
WRAS and is available in various models,
lengths and finishes. Booth S5673
www.ilflessibile.it

 INOX debuts the PD97PT, an advanced

alternative in its PD97 series of commercial-grade, motor-driven mortise locks for
sliding doors that provides another security
option for high-traffic areas. The power
connects directly through the strike and
into the lock motor, activating the latch and
lock as soon as the door is closed, making
the PD97PT the first electrified motorized
lock of its type in the world. Booth S3871

 Northville Cabinetry’s Imperial Blue Shaker-style cabinets bring a
fresh and contemporary vibe to a home. The deep blue cabinets add an
ageless feel to all the different styles of a home’s interior. Booth S4173
cabinets.deals/design-models

www.unisonhardware.com

 The new universal-height Drake Transitional WASHLET+ C5 from TOTO features

a long-view global design aesthetic and clean,
simple lines. Its tank gently flares as it rises,
supporting a generous lid with a distinct lip
that has been molded into a shelf. This design
provides newfound space for toiletries and
is ideal for smaller bathrooms with limited
storage capacity. The Drake Transitional Toilet
and WASHLET+ C5 seamlessly connect,
providing CLEAN SYNERGY – advanced
cleaning technologies that work together
to keep the toilet bowl fresh and clean at all
times. Booth W528 www.totousa.com

 The Double Sconce by Hammerton Studio is offered in eight

artisan-glass styles and several
finishes and is suitable above
bath mirrors, down hallways
and in tight spaces. The sconces
can be mounted horizontally or
vertically, so there are versatile
solutions for every space in the
home. Integrated LED lighting
illuminates each glass shade
without the distraction of a
filament bulb. Booth S6036
studio.hammerton.com

 The Maple Live Edge Floating Shelf from Federal Brace arrives un-

finished, giving you the flexibility to accent the other elements of your
design exactly the way you want. The warm, natural tones of the maple
wood will work beautifully with modern, cool tones in your clients’
homes. No two maple slabs are the same. Booth S4128

www.federalbrace.com

 The Ocala Vanity from Cartisan Design features an original
chestnut wood pattern, a Black Forest quartz countertop and a
top-mount vessel sink. Ocala boasts an elegantly designed folded
vanity surface, and its wide drawers give users ample, accessible
storage space. Booth S4225 www.kartonrepublic.com
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 Sugatsune America’s MFU1200 is a lateral opening door system designed to close flush against
surrounding walls, providing a clean
appearance. This innovative system
requires no floor tracks and features
a two-way damper that prevents the
doors from slamming when opening
or closing. This is an upgrade to the
popular MFU-1000, boasting easier
installation, smoother performance
and testing for 100,000 cycles. Booth
W673 sugatsune.com
 The new Tmatt Collection from Transformad
features a high-tech surface
available in white, gray and
black colors, as well as the
new terracotta. The durable
surface offers a silky texture
and is abrasion, scratch,
impact and fingerprint
resistant. Booth S3868
transformad.com/en

 The QTWS-875 Quartz Workstation
Sink from Karran features an integrated

ledge at the front and back of the bowl that
allows for a full complement of accessories
for the all-in-one prep center. This durable
sink is produced from ultra-hard quartz crystals and pure acrylic resins and is available
in six timeless color options. It is available in
both top-mount and undermount installation options. Booth W1773 karran.com

 Introducing the Exedra 2 bi-fold
pocket door by Salice, an innovative

hardware solution that provides smooth
and uniform movement with patented
cam-assisted opening and closing.
Built-in, soft-close technology allows
for a controlled assisted movement that
offers comfort and safety. No bottom
track allows for both a walk-through
door system, as well as a wall system, and
fold-away doors provide privacy for a
more organized look and make the system perfect for small spaces. Booth W300

saliceamerica.com

 The T-type Hinge from the Titus
Group features integrated damping and a

performance of 200,000 lifecycles, which is
especially important for thicker and heavier
cabinet doors where sagging is an issue.The
hinge offers wide tolerances and consistent
performance on a variety of doors.The
three-way, snap-on, intuitive hinge-toplate mounting (top, front and back) makes
installation a breeze – especially on tall
doors. Booth S4125 cabinet.titusplus.com

 The Ceric Freestanding Bath from Kohler is
designed to deliver a perfect balance of strength,
durability and value. Crafted from heat-molded
acrylic and reinforced with fiberglass, the bath is
hand-finished to create a smooth, seamless form.
Booth W1100 us.kohler.com

 The Monolith Bottom Freezer from Liebherr is fully customizable. It comes in 30 and

36 inches, and key features include InfinityLight LED lighting and an InfinitySpring
flush-mounted internal water dispenser that
provide unobstructed visibility. The Smart
Device Box allows users to control settings
and features via a smartphone or tablet. The
automatic IceMaker produces 3.5 pounds
of filtered ice in 24 hours, and activating
the SuperFrost function can create an even
greater quantity. Booth W1151

home.liebherr.com
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 From Fleurco, the

modern solid-surface
LUNA STAK Vanity
Collection celebrates
the art of options with
choices such as basin,
backsplash, apron and
frame styles. Offered
in three sizes and
available with integrated shelf and towel
bar (not included on
floating model). Booth
W645 fleurco.com

 Modern Mirrors expands its
Touch Sensor Mirror Collection
with the Equinox and the Zenith
Lighted Bathroom Vanity mirrors. Dimmable daylight LED
lighting is operated with a sensor
switch located on the mirror. In
eight sizes, the surface-mounted,
hardwired units have a clean,
contemporary look and have a
defogging feature. Booth S4071
modernmirrors.com

 The Montay Pull-

Down Kitchen Faucet
from Pfister Faucets is
sleek and statuesque with
just a taste of raw-edged
industrial design. The ergonomic fixture incorporates
a pull-down sprayhead at
just the right height for
no-reach cleanup. Booth
W2013 pfisterfaucets.com

 Perlick introduces marine- and
coastal-grade undercounter refrigeration, a highly durable line of luxury
appliances that utilizes Perlick Armor,
a protective treatment for 316 and 304
stainless steel that optimizes corrosion
resistance and food and beverage storage
safety. Upgraded rust-resistant plated
fasteners and E-coated condensers add
durability in outdoor installations. The
undercounter refrigeration will be available on all HP & HH Series residential
models. Booth W1843 perlick.com
 The Nobelet smart toilet from Trone is an integrated bidet unit that

improves hygiene, increases independence and reduces the carbon footprint.
Using the bathroom can now be a hands-free experience with automatic opening, closing and flushing. Keeping the toilet clean is easy with the Nobelet’s
PreRinse, Deodorizer and Syphon-Assist Flush features, all operated with
remote control. Installs over any standard 12-in. rough-in. Booth S5074
troneplumbing.com

 Moen’s Cia Bathroom Faucet with Mo-

tionSense Wave technology is helping create
a touchless experience in the bath. The Cia
single-handle bathroom faucet features a
single-sensor touchless activation that allows
users to turn water on and off with the pass
of a hand, providing modern style and technology in one fitting. Booth W401 moen.com

 A bright LED task
light softly frames the clear glass and
illuminates reflected images, while
a touch-operated dimmer controls
the amount of light projected in this
new cabinet by Krugg. An integrated
heating element prevents mirror
fogging, and the mirror frame and
KruggReflect mirror backing create a
crisper reflection and prevents de-silvering that’s common to exposed
mirror edges. Booth S4674 krugg.us
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 Offered in 1.0 and 1.28

gpf, round and elongated
bowls and 10-in. and 12-in.
rough-ins, the Sabre Toilet
uses Niagara’s Stealth vacuum-assist technology to makes
less water work more efficiently and maximize performance.
In ADA and standard heights,
the Sabre line has a powerful
1,000g miso flush, carries
a 15-year warranty and is
WaterSense certified. Booth
W1550 pro.niagaracorp.com

 The XSF Series Exit Device Designer Trim by

INOX delivers a consistent design while maintaining compliancy with building codes. Unlike the
market standard, which uses zinc alloy for most exit
device trims, the XSF features a solid stainless-steel
escutcheon and lever with a heavy-duty internal
mechanism. The modern design features concealed
fixing without revealed screws or other fasteners.
Booth S3871 unisonhardware.com

 Complementing bathroom

 Titus Group’s Tekform Slimline thin wall drawer is now
upgraded with the Tacto touch-opening system for effortless
operation of handleless drawer fronts. The activator is integrated into the drawer runner, while all other components
remain the same as in standard Slimline models, making
installation simple and precise and eliminates pre-drilling.
Booth W364 titusplus.com

designs ranging from mid-century
modern and industrial to contemporary farmhouse, QuickDrain
USA’s new Stones and Deco linear
and square/point decorative drain
grates feature intricate detailing.
Several on-trend finishes are also
new: brushed and polished gold,
polished rose gold, oil-rubbed bronze
and matte and polished black. Booth
S3825 quickdrain.com

 Kohler’s Innate Intelligent Toilet delivers

 From Asterisk Lighting, the Insetta Un-

dercabinet Light Panel clips to the bottom of
framed cabinets, its LED lamp illuminating
counters and backsplashes without hotspots or
shadows. Tap the panel with a finger to control
on/off and dimming/brightening functions. In
eight lengths. Booth S6030 asterisklighting.com

 The Nasoni Faucet Fountain features a
manually operated fountain nozzle that
diverts the water flow from the spout to
a more accessible, ergonomically friendly
position for drinking, face-washing,
brushing and other daily water-involved
tasks. Booth W447 nasoni.com

an entry-price-point solution to integrated
personal cleansing. It offers integrated bidet
functionality – front and rear wash, water
pressure and temperature control, electrolyzed water rinsing and UV cleaning of the
stainless-steel bidet wand. All features are
controlled by a handheld remote control, and
an auto open and close lid, automatic deodorization and automatic flush provide a handsfree experience. Booth W1100 uskohler.com

